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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The present document is a deliverable of the CoLLaboratE project, funded by the European Commission’s
Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (DG RTD), under its Horizon 2020 Research and innovation
programme (H2020). This deliverable aims at presenting the results of Task T2.2 “CoLLaboratE AI-enabled
Conceptual Architecture”. It is developed within the scope of WP2 responsible for determining the “Framework
Design, Requirements & Social Studies Feedback”. This deliverable provides a holistic view of the anticipated
CoLLaboratE system, its components, and their interdependencies, as well as the employed methodology for
developing the architecture. The architecture has been defined on the basis of the user requirements and
technical specifications that derived from the effort of T2.1, as described in the project’s corresponding
deliverable (D2.1 “End-user requirements, use cases and industrial scenarios” [1] ).
CoLLaboratE System Requirements
We first introduce the functional and non-functional of the CoLLaboratE system in Chapter 2. The Volere
template employed for extracting and documenting the requirements is briefly presented followed by the
detailed description of the system requirements.
Architecture Development Methodology
To develop and describe the anticipated CoLLaboratE architecture we apply the standard IEEE 1471
"Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems" [2] which defines core
elements like viewpoint and view. In order to implement and execute this methodology, we follow the
approach introduced by Rozanski & Woods [3] and apply it to the whole process of defining the architecture
(which is part of WP2). Chapter 4 introduces the methodology and its application in the Framework Design
Phase.
Conceptual Architecture
We introduce the conceptual architecture of the CoLLaboratE system in Chapter 4. This is an overview of the
CoLLaboratE platform, describing the major building blocks of the anticipated system in the form of software
modules and dependencies.
Views
In Chapters 5 and 6, we describe the views on the introduced conceptual architecture, following the IEEE 1471
methodology. Each view focuses on different aspects:
Chapter 5 defines the Functional View of the system, which describes the functional elements, their
responsibilities and primary interactions with other elements. In the scope of this deliverable we provide the
high-level specification of each identified software module.
Chapter 6 defines the Development View, describing how the architecture supports the development process.
For each module a responsible partner and known software/technology constraints have been identified.
Further, the Development View comprises the agreement on software configuration management. The
Deployment View is also described in Chapter 6, defining the modules and existing software/hardware
requirements. Existing software are tools or frameworks brought into the project by partners, such as ROS
simulation environment, etc.
Relation to other Deliverables of WP2
This report is the first of two deliverables describing the CoLLaboratE system. Starting from this deliverable
on the CoLLaboratE conceptual architecture and system specifications, the following deliverable (D2.6, M24)
will elaborate on the implementation of the proposed architecture in full detail. In the updated version of the
deliverable the use case analysis followed by the dynamic analysis of the system while performing the
application scenarios will also be included.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
This deliverable (D2.3 “CoLLaboratE Detailed Architecture & System Specifications”, Preliminary Version,
M12) provides the CoLLaboratE Conceptual Architecture and System Specifications. The conceptual
architecture presents a holistic view on the CoLLaboratE system architecture, its components and
interdependencies, as well as related constraints such as the development methodology. The specifications of
the key components and their functionalities will also be described in this deliverable, based upon end-user
requirements provided by T2.1.
This Deliverable documents the steps and actions performed in T2.2 and will also provide valuable input for
WPs 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
The scope of this deliverable (D2.3 “CoLLaboratE Detailed Architecture & System Specifications”) is to provide
a high-level overview of the CoLLaboratE architecture, summarizing the technical and functional design. It
describes the basic functionality of the CoLLaboratE system, introducing functional descriptions for each
module.
The above will constitute the basis for a more detailed elaboration of the CoLLaboratE system architecture
and specifications that will be presented in the final version of this deliverable, Deliverable D2.6 (M24).
The main goals of this deliverable are:
•

To present the design methodology for CoLLaboratE Conceptual Architecture

•

To define the high-level functionalities of the CoLLaboratE system

•

To provide an overview of the adopted development and deployment framework

The inputs used for specifying the above are, first of all, the CoLLaboratE DoA, Grant Agreement Annex I –
“Description of Action” (DoA) [1], as well as user requirements and CoLLaboratE use cases specified in
Deliverable D2.1 [2].

1.3 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
The report begins with the specification of the CoLLaboratE system requirements in Chapter 2, whereas the
architecture derivation methodology where IEEE 1471 standard is applied in conjunction to Rozanski &
Woods approach is presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the CoLLaboratE Conceptual Architecture is
presented, introducing the basic CoLLaboratE components. Chapter 5 presents the Functional View of the
system, providing a high-level description of the basic modules corresponding to the workflow phases. In
Chapter 6, the development view of the system is presented, defining the software configuration management.
Also included in this chapter, the deployment view wraps up the architectural description, providing an
overview of the hardware requirements. The report concludes in Chapter 7.

CoLLaboratE
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2 COLLABORATE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This section performs the analysis of the CoLLaboratE system requirements. The adopted methodology for
extracting and modelling these requirements is presented first.

2.1 METHODOLOGY FOR SPECIFYING THE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Several requirement specification methodologies have been proposed over the past, with each one
introducing different approaches for the categorisation of requirements and focusing on a specific type of
applications. Although some of these methods have been compared in recent bibliography [4], no wide
consensus is reached on, regarding the selection of the optimum methodology based on the needs and the
application area of a project.
The first version of the Volere Requirements Specifications template was released in 1995 and focused on a
highly detailed structure that tries to integrate the widest possible spectrum of requirement categories [5]. As
presented in Figure 1, the Volere template covers the drivers, constraints and the dynamically arising issues
of a project, in addition to its functional and non-functional requirements.
Since its first introduction the Volere method has been continuously updated based on the feedback from users
and affiliated organisations. The most recent updates are characterised by the increased specificity of
requirements as proposed by these organisations.
In detail the Volere template of Requirement Specification begins with the description of the Project Drivers.
The Project Drivers aim to outline market and research related forces that support and justify the project. The
following chapter (as listed in Figure 1) summarises the Project Constraints which include any type of
restriction that affect the design of the project including for example technical issues, and financial limits. The
last chapter of Project Issues includes the conditions of the project’s development. The intended purpose of
this chapter is to present the full spectrum of reasons which would facilitate the success of the project and also
indicate the ones that could lead to significant difficulties and failures.
Based on the Volere template the requirements are separated into two fundamental categories namely
functional and non-functional. The Functional Requirements describe the desired functionalities that the
project should have and how they should be connected in a complete useful final product. The Non-Functional
Requirements on the other hand describe the desired properties of all the components of the system such as
their performance, efficiency, and usability.
As already mentioned the main advantage and quality that separates the Volere methodology over its
alternatives is the detail in which the functional and non-functional requirements are identified. In this way,
the Volere template facilitates the organisation of the requirements thorough understanding with regards to
the project. In addition, Volere offers a formal template for the collection of the requirements in tabular format
through its “requirements shell” (also called a “snow card”). The suggested template is illustrated in Figure 2.

CoLLaboratE
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Figure 1: The Volere requirements specification template.
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Figure 2: Volere Requirements shell as a guide to writing each atomic requirement

2.2 COLLABORATE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS TAXONOMY
The CoLLaboratE requirements’ analysis mostly relies on the Volere methodology, the structure and layout of
which were described in 2.1. In order to adapt the Volere methodology to the needs of the CoLLaboratE
system, a list of functional and non-functional requirements was selected. This selection was based on their
relation and applicability to the current project. The CoLLaboratE system requirements are organized as
follows:


Functional requirements, i.e. system requirements which are needed for running the use cases and the
application scenarios.



Non-functional requirements, which include the system requirements which are not mandatory for
running the CoLLaboratE platform components, but concern the proper usability, performance and
expandability of the system.

The non-functional system requirements are split in the following categories:


Usability, Look and Feel Requirements: as the CoLLaboratE platform aims to offer an integrated set of
tools and interfaces, which is user-friendly and user-intuitive, to allow workers, supervisors, system
technicians and researchers to interact with the system.



Performance Requirements: requirements which ensure the overall high performance of the system in
order to support the conduction of the system training and assembly performance in a short and
reasonable amount of time.



Reliability Requirements: the ability to perform assembly procedures with low probability of
application failure of the CoLLaboratE components.



Maintainability & Interoperability requirements: requirements ensuring the maintainability and
interoperability of the CoLLaboratE platform.



Safety: requirements ensuring the human safety during the assembly training and execution.

CoLLaboratE
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An example of the content of the requirement shell of the Volere functional requirement shown in graphic
form is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Example of a functional requirement based on the Volere methodology.

2.3 TEMPLATE FOR COLLABORATE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For the description of each specific requirement that belongs to each one of the categories listed above, a
tabular template was created based mainly on the Volere requirements shell, after applying the following
modifications:


Name, this field has been added in order to provide in addition to the ID field, a short name that
describes the specific requirement in human readable format.



Constraints, which describes potential constraints / conditions for the requirement to be executed.



Difficulty, which indicates the level of difficulty for the implementation of this requirement (estimated
from a technical point of view). Difficulty ranges on a scale from 1 (=low difficulty) to 5 (=extreme
difficulty).



Actors, indicates either those persons or things that interact externally with the system or one of its
components.

Removal/replacement of fields:


Supporting materials: This field has been also removed because the majority of the documents that are
related to requirements will be subjected to IPR.



Originator (the person who raised this requirement), this field has been replaced by the Author field
(the owner of each recorded requirement).



History this field has been replaced by Revision (indicates versioning).

The final template followed for the definition of a system requirement is presented in Table 1.

CoLLaboratE
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Table 1: Template for defining a system requirement.

ID

A unique identifier.

Name

Title of the requirement.

Requirement Type

Functional / Non-functional

Description

A requirement must be described with as much detail as possible. If necessary, an
example has to be added.

Rationale

A justification of the requirement.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The term measurable refers to the ability to identify if the requirement has been met
at the final stages of the project, and after the system has been constructed. In other
words this means the tests which must be performed in order to verify whether the
requirement has been addressed.

User satisfaction

Degree of stakeholder satisfaction depending on the successful implementation of the
current requirement (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased). Definition
for every category of involved stakeholders (worker, supervisor, system technician,
researcher).

User dissatisfaction

Degree of stakeholder dissatisfaction if this requirement is not implemented (Scale
from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased). Definition for every category of
involved stakeholders (worker, supervisor, system technician, researcher)

Priority

The requirement is ranked according to the value that distinct categories of users
attach to it (worker, supervisor, system technician, researcher). (Scale from 1=low
priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

Description of any relation of the current requirement with previously described
ones. Special attention to conflict with other requirements whose implementation is
blocked by this one.

Constraints
(Attainable)

An attainable requirement will usually answer the question:
“How can the requirement be accomplished?”
Hence, here we explain any constraints / conditions for the requirement to be
executed.

Difficulty

Level of difficulty for requirement implementation (estimation). (Scale from 1=low
difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty).

Actors

An actor is someone or something outside the system that interacts with it or with
one of its components (primary actor). If the actor is interacted by the system or one
of its components is a secondary actor.

Author

The owner of each requirement that was recorded.

Revision

This section lists when a version of the requirement was created.
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In CoLLaboratE, the notation used for the requirement ID field is as it is declared in Table 2.
Table 2: ID naming for the functional and non-functional requirements.

Type
Functional

Non-Functional

Subtype
All
Usability and Look & Feel
Performance
Reliability
Maintainability
Safety

ID (x = 01, 02, …, n)
F-Req-x
L-Req-x
P-Req-x
R-Req-x
M-Req-x
S-Req-x

2.4 COLLABORATE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
This subsection contains the functional requirements of the CoLLaboratE platform. An overview list of the
requirements is contained in Table 3.
Table 3: Overview list of the functional requirements.

ID

Requirement name

F-Req-01

Loading of the 3D model of assembly component.

F-Req-02

Object Recognition Initialisation

F-Req-03

Assembly Keyframe Extraction

F-Req-04

Assembly Teaching Completion

F-Req-05

Output Location Indication

F-Req-06

Pickup Location Indication

F-Req-07

Keyframe Confirmation (in tablet)

F-Req-08

Assembly Sequence Confirmation in tablet virtual execution

F-Req-09

Automatic Robot Assembly Sequence of Actions Generation

F-Req-10

Final Assembly Task Confirmation

F-Req-11

Assembly Sequence Error Handling

F-Req-12

Train Assembly Phase Initialisation

F-Req-13

Error Notification During Training

F-Req-14

Teaching by Physical Interaction

F-Req-15

Workspace Constraints

F-Req-16

Motion Between Keyframes

F-Req-17

Data Logging

F-Req-18

Assembly Confirmation

F-Req-19

Assembly Load/Force Extraction

F-Req-20

User-friendly HRI interface for the communication of the workers with the system

F-Req-21

Real-time human skeleton tracking for safety constraints

F-Req-22

Human Touch Recognition and Classification

F-Req-23

Human gesture recognition

F-Req-24

Human intention detection for AGV navigation and collaborative assembly

F-Req-25

Human monitoring for injury prevention from normal work activities

F-Req-26

Autonomous exploration and learning of assembly tasks
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F-Req-27

Multimodal data acquisition, processing, and learning

F-Req-28
F-Req-29

Dynamic load sharing, application of counteractive forces, and stiffness adaptation
during HRC
Teaching robot paths with variations

F-Req-30

Production plan generation for making efficient use of the available resources

F-Req-31

Production Plan supervision

F-Req-32

Assistive task modification during teaching

F-Req-33
F-Req-34

Adaptation based on human intention prediction during collaborative object transfer
and manipulation
Concurrent tracking accuracy and compliance

F-Req-35

Task encoding and accurate reproduction

F-Req-36

Autonomous policy improvement of assembly tasks

ID

F-Req-01

Name

Loading of the 3D model of assembly component

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The CoLLaboratE platform should provide the means of loading the 3D models of the
assembly components

Rationale

The 3D models of the assembly components have to be loaded in the system in order
to enable their detection and tracking through the demonstration and assembly
phases. The loading mechanism should be part of the HRI component.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Each time the instructor user loads a specific model, an information dialog should be
available via the HRI module.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

The 3D models should have a format that is supported by the system.OBJ and PLY
formatted 3D models will be supported. The list of supported formats will be
extended if needed.

Difficulty

1 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher.

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-02

Name

Object Recognition Initialisation
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Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The instructor should show the object parts of interest in front of the robot camera
until they are identified and the system is ready to start tracking the assembly process

Rationale

The system should verify that the 3D models of the object parts provided by the
instructor match the physical objects that are going to be used in the assembly
teaching process

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

System will display to the instructor the real-time camera stream, and in case of
correct detection green boxes will appear around the objects. In case of no detection,
the system will advise the instructor to change the current position or configuration
of the objects to facilitate the detection.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

During Initialisation, the objects should not be much occluded by the instructor's
hands or any other object and should be close to the camera, in order to obtain an
accurate initialisation of the assembly process.

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-03

Name

Assembly Keyframe Extraction

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

During the demonstration of the assembly process, certain important stages, such as
attaching one side of the first object part to a side of the second part, will be identified
as keyframes. The keyframes will include the initial and final object positions as well
as frames during the assembly process, timestamps, involved object IDs, the
respective primitive task type, etc.

Rationale

The instructor should help the system recognize the key-stages of the process, where
the system should mainly focus on. The instructor can pause the assembly for a few
seconds in order to indicate to the system an important keyframe of the process, or a
voice command to save a keyframe may be provided. However, the system may
autonomously recognize other keyframes needed for the assembly processing as well
that the instructor may be unaware of.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The system will recognize the keyframes either automatically and/or from the
instructor’s feedback

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)
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User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-04

Name

Assembly Teaching Completion

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

When the instructor completes the demonstration of the assembly in front of the
camera, she presses a confirmation button on the system's tablet to indicate the
completion of the assembly process.

Rationale

The system should know when the assembly process has finished and further analysis
of the task is ready to begin.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

When the instructor presses the completion button, an appropriate dialog box
appears, which informs the instructor that the system has stopped capturing the
assembly process.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

The instructor should finish the assembly process before pressing the completion
button.

Difficulty

1 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-05

Name

Output Location Indication

Requirement Type

Functional
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Description

After the completion of the assembly demonstration, the instructor is queried to show
the desired final position of the assembled part, by just placing them to the
appropriate location. The system then records the keyframe containing the object
position. Whether the output location will be an area or something else, such as a
specific point, it will be defined in the last keyframe specification.

Rationale

The system should know the desired output location of placing the assembled parts
during the assembly production line, provided that the robot will have to place them
to the next station.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

When the instructor is queried to show the output location, she places the assembled
objects to the desired position. When the objects are identified and the position is
stored, a confirmation message or sound will be generated.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

The instructor should show the output position only when she is queried by the
system.

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-06

Name

Pickup Location Indication

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

After the completion of the assembly demonstration and the output location
indication, the instructor is queried to show the desired pickup position of the object
parts. She places the objects on their desired initial position and the system records
the keyframe containing the pickup location. Whether the pickup location will be an
area or something else, such as a specific point, it will be defined in the initial
keyframe specification.

Rationale

The system should know the desired pickup location of the object parts during the
assembly production line.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

When the instructor is queried to show the pickup location, she places the object parts
to the desired position. When the objects are identified and the position is stored, a
confirmation message or sound will be generated.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).
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Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

The instructor should show the pickup position only when she is queried by the
system.

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-07

Name

Keyframe Confirmation (in tablet)

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

When the assembly demonstration has been completed, the instructor is asked to
confirm the validity of the keyframes captured by showing them on the tablet. The
keyframes will include the initial and final object positions as well as frames during
the assembly process, timestamps, involved object IDs, the respective primitive task
type, etc.

Rationale

Captured keyframes should be confirmed by a human expert to secure the validity of
the input to the subsequent analysis.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Keyframes will be displayed on the tablet and the instructor is able to accept, reject,
or modify them.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-08

Name

Assembly Sequence Confirmation in tablet virtual execution

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

After keyframe confirmation the instructor should also confirm the whole assembly
sequence. The instructor will be shown a visualisation displayed on the tablet screen
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showing the object parts following the detected assembly sequence. The assembly
sequence could be accepted, modified or rejected.
Rationale

The detected assembly sequence should be confirmed by a human expert to secure
the validity of the input to the subsequent analysis.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The Assembly sequence will be displayed in a virtual environment on the tablet for
further modifications, acceptance or rejection.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-09

Name

Automatic robot assembly sequence of actions generation

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The system should analyse the detected assembly sequence and captured keyframes,
in order to find the sequence of robot actions that will enable the robot to do the
assembly. The algorithm should relax the constraints for the initial position and pose
of the objects in order to be able to generalize to realistic scenarios that differ from
the teaching examples.

Rationale

The robot should generalize the assembly sequence from the instructor's example
demonstrations in order to use it during the assembly production line and generate
robot assembly trajectories between keyframes.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The robot assembly sequence will be displayed to the instructor virtually and later
physically for further modifications and acceptance.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

Required object trajectories after optimisation should lie inside the working space
of the robot

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)
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Actors

Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-10

Name

Final Assembly Task Confirmation

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The system will virtually display to the instructor the final assembly on the tablet,
showing the 3D model of the robot, executing the complete assembly sequence of the
objects, in a kinematic simulation environment and the tracked human skeleton.

Rationale

The instructor should confirm or modify the final learnt program as it is going to be
executed by the robot. For safety reasons, this should be done first in a virtual
environment before employing it to the real robot.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The instructor will check the simulated assembly process on the tablet where she can
confirm or modify certain parts of the process.

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

3 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

Some aspects of the assembly may be hard to modify in the simulator. In such cases
modifications will not be allowed in the virtual environment but only later on the
physical robot.

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-11

Name

Assembly Sequence Error Handling

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The system will display a default flow diagram that contains the sequence of actions
that should be made in case of errors during the assembly. The instructor will be able
to modify it and change any relevant parameters, e.g. the number of grasp retries.

Rationale

The robot should have an error handling strategy to recover from failure situations.
The instructor should be able to modify the default strategy to meet the requirements
of the assembly line.
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Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The tablet will display the error handling actions, and after the desired modifications
the instructor presses a confirmation button.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

The instructor would be able to modify only the provided options by the system.
These options however would be designed to cover as many cases as possible to
meet the user requirements.

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-12

Name

Train Assembly Phase Initialisation

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

After extracting the assembly program, the instructor will be provided with the
option on the tablet to initialize the Training of the Assembly using the robot.

Rationale

The assembly training should start after the successful simulation of the
demonstrated task, and should be initiated by the instructor.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

After confirming the successful simulation, the system will provide the proper option
on the tablet, and read the instructor's input.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

This option will be available only after confirmation of the successful simulation of
the demonstrated task

Difficulty

1 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019
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ID

F-Req-13

Name

Error Notification During Training

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

While the robot executes the assembly in training mode, the instructor can interrupt
the process using the tablet, when she notices an error in the procedure.

Rationale

The instructor inspects the assembly process that is executed by the robot in training
mode, and when she notices an error she should be able to stop the process in order
to make corrections.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

During training the tablet will display a stop button that the instructor can press at
any time to inform the system to stop for corrections.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

This option will be available only during the training phase.

Difficulty

1 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-14

Name

Teaching by Physical Interaction

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The operator should be able to teach by ”physical interaction”. In this mode, the
operator can replay parts of the task while physically adjusting the arm positions.
The operator should be able to select velocity of the playback and behavior of the
robot (stiffness, hold one arm still etc.) and what to teach (such as position of one
arm, expected forces).

Rationale

The assembly may lack application and workspace specific information, such as
expected forces, which can be taught using the robot systems own sensors

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Operator should be able to move the arm, physically, as she intended. The HRI should
display a mode for changing the behavior of the robot and the changes in the task
should be viewable in the GUI. When the instructor finishes the corrections, a
confirmation button will be available on the tablet to accept the changes.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).
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Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

-

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor, Researchers

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-15

Name

Workspace Constraints

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Compliance strictly within environmental spatial limits

Rationale

This is essential to avoid collision of the robot with the environment if extreme forces
are applied accidentally to the robot by the operator

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

No violation of spatial constraints are logged after the exertion of external force

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

Predefinition of spatial limits

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor, Researchers

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-16

Name

Motion between Keyframes

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The robot should be able to move between keyframes and be compliant in case of
external forces

Rationale

The unstructured environment and the presence of humans within the robot’s
working space demand for a motion scheme that accounts for both performance and
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safety. Robot’s motion compliance enhances safety during unintentional contact,
allowing time for retroactive actions, such as motor’s shutoff or brake engagement.
Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Position accuracy at desired key frames. Compliant motion can be verified by physical
contact by the instructor.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

At least one feasible path must exists between keyframes, satisfying environmental
and robot’s constraints

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor, Researchers

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-17

Name

Data Logging

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

During training, sensor data and robot/object positions should be logged and
annotated with units/quantities. The operator should be able to choose what signals
to log.

Rationale

Data logging is essential for learning from physical interaction.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Logging of estimated forces and robot positions during the assembly

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

HRI module shall be able to log forces

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor, Researchers

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019.
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ID

F-Req-18

Name

Assembly Confirmation

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

After training and refinement of each step of the assembly with the instructor's
corrections, the validity of the current stage of the assembly should be confirmed.

Rationale

The system should be notified by the instructor when the current phase of the
assembly has reached the desired level of stability and performance during training,
in order to save it for later use in the production line.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The instructor is provided with a button on the tablet to confirm each stage of the
assembly process.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

This option will be available only during the training phase.

Difficulty

1 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor, Researchers

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-19

Name

Assembly Load/Force Extraction.

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Required loads to execute the assembly task is needed to be defined in order to be
considered in the grasp planning.

Rationale

The loads implemented on the assembly tasks are needed to be defined so they be
used in the grasp planning process.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The loads should be extracted with sufficient accuracy in order to perform the
assembly tasks without risking the safety of the human workers or damaging the
assembly parts.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-
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Constraints
(Attainable)

This option is not needed for pick and place applications.

Difficulty

1 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Researcher.

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-20

Name

User-friendly HMI interface for the communication of the worker with the system

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The worker will interact with the system through a user friendly interface

Rationale

The worker will use the interface for making any initial configuration of the system,
but also to send commands during operations

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The interface achieves high usability score during testing by the workers

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

4 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Worker, Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-21

Name

Real-time human skeleton tracking for safety constraints

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The skeleton of the human workers that operate inside the collaborative space should
be continuously tracked by the system and safety constraints should be constructed
and enforced to the collaborative robot

Rationale

Since the human workers and the collaborative robots will work on close proximity
to each other, the human skeleton tracking will provide the necessary information,
in order to predict unintended contacts between them and prevent them by adjusting
the robots’ trajectories.
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Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least a tracking rate of 10Hz should be achieved, depending always on the working
velocity of the robotic manipulators

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

The human workers should be within the field of view of the system’s RGBD
sensors

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-22

Name

Human Touch Recognition and Classification

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Robot skin pads will be installed on the robot’s surface, in order to detect
unintentional contact between the robot and the human workers

Rationale

The data from the grid of the tactile sensors forming the robot skin pad will be
utilized by machine learning modules in order to recognize and classify contacts of
the robots with the environment.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least a 20Hz rate of touch recognition should be achieved

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019
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ID

F-Req-23

Name

Human gesture recognition

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Professional gesture recognition of the human workers should be performed during
assembly task execution and AGV commanding

Rationale

Computer vision algorithms combined with machine learning methods will be
employed for the automatic recognition of the gestures performed by the human
workers during assembly execution and AGV commanding

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 10 Hz rate of gesture recognition should be achieved

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-24

Name

Human intention detection for AGV navigation and collaborative assembly

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The AGVs’ navigation should take into account the intention of the human workers
that could potentially interfere with their designated path
The robot performing the collaborative assembly should be synchronized with the
human motions for safe and efficient operation.

Rationale

AGVs’ should be trained and configured accordingly, in order to detect human
intentions and avoid crossing their paths.
The robot needs to be aware of which action the human is going to perform to either
synchronize robot motions with humans or avoid conflicts.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Successful AGV navigation respecting human workers personal space even when
humans change direction.
Successful collaborative assembly in range of the predefined tasks.

User satisfaction
CoLLaboratE
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User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-25

Name

Human monitoring for injury prevention from normal work activities

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Using visual feedback the normal work activities of the human workers will be
monitored in order to identify possible harmful patterns and prevent future injuries
by their repetition

Rationale

Through the monitoring of the regular performance of the human workers,
meaningful information related to human behavior is extracted. Injury prevention in
the workplace through quantitative and objective assessment of occupational
exposure in normal work activities is achieved

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 20% reduction of the injury risk by normal work activities is achieved

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

During training of the monitoring algorithms wearable EMG sensors might be
employed

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-26

Name

Autonomous exploration and learning of assembly tasks
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Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Starting from basic control skills modelled as Collaborative Assembly process from
the demonstration toolkit, this component will improve the assembly task by
autonomous exploration and learning, as well as learning induced by eventual
human interaction

Rationale

To allow the robotic system to self-improve at the demonstrated assembly task,
advanced learning techniques including reinforcement learning and intelligent
learning control should be employed.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 10% increase in success rate of assembly execution after the autonomous
learning

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-27

Name

Multimodal data acquisition, processing, and learning

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Multimodal learning exploiting visual, tactile, and kinesthetic data will be utilized in
order to improve the overall performance of the system

Rationale

The synergy between the different learning modules will be increased by creating
joint representations by combining inputs by different sensory sources, and/or
perform fusion of information and knowledge transfer

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 10% increase of success rate with respect to the single modality approaches

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A
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Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-28

Name

Dynamic load sharing, application of counteractive forces, and stiffness adaptation
during HRC

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Facilitates Human Robot Collaboration tasks where the two agents co-manipulate a
shared object or they work at the same task (e.g. collaborative riveting)

Rationale

Allows the training of robotic manipulators in performing dynamic load sharing,
application of counteractive forces, and stiffness adaptation along the path
operational space during the HRC, while understanding the human’s needs and
intentions regarding the goal of the task for adapting their kinematic behavior.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Smooth co-manipulation of shared objects

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-29

Name

Teaching Robot Paths with Variations

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Facilitates the control of the robots in order to perform desired tasks, teaching new
trajectories to the robot and to visualize the learned trajectories

Rationale

A mobile interface can be used to visualize the motion of a virtual robot, together
with the trajectories learned by the robot, including its variations, which can be used
for safety, failure and ergonomy checks. It is based on an easy-to-use interface for the
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user to click on the objects and command the robot to perform a set of learned actions
on these objects.
Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 15% decrease in the time need to teach the robot a new trajectory

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

3 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-30

Name

Production plan generation for making efficient use of the available resources

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The production plan addresses the optimisation of the co-production cell’s resources’
utilisation, including that of the robotic manipulators, the enhanced Automated
Guided Vehicles, the reconfigurable fixtures, and the human workers

Rationale

The assembly system model will be integrating several assembly stations where the
various components of each product are assembled consuming different amount of
parts such as rivets, screws, cables etc. A Decision Support System will provide
suggestions on the production plan for making efficient use of the available resources

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 5% increase in production with respect to manual generation of the
production plan

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

3 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

5 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium
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Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-31

Name

Production Plan supervision

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Feedback from the system actors will be provided in order to assess the execution of
the production plan and suggest mitigation actions in case deviations are detected

Rationale

Since available resources may change dynamically during production, the
production planner should be able to adjust to these changes in order to further
optimize the overall planning

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The Decision Support System should be able to dynamically process updated
information from the production cell

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

F-Req-32

Name

Assistive task modification during teaching

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)
User satisfaction

During the physical human-robot interaction for kinesthetic teaching the robot will
provide haptic cues of the already learned kinematic behavior to the instructor by
enforcing penetrable virtual fixtures that will also allow modifications.
To assist kinesthetic teaching bi-directional haptic communication is required to
facilitate and speed up the process of teaching. Virtual fixtures placed around the
synchronized kinematic behavior of the robot, will provide the instructor with
information about the spatial and temporal properties of the already learned
kinematic behavior while exiting and reentering the virtual fixture communicates to
the robot .her intension to start and end a modification
The instructor will be able to haptically inspect the already learned kinematic
behavior and partially modify any segment if she wishes so.
5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Rationale
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Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)
Difficulty

This option will be enabled during kinesthetic teaching.

Actors

Instructor

Author

AUTH

Revision

V01, 3rd of December, 2019

ID

F-Req-33

Name

Adaptation based on human intention prediction during collaborative object
transfer and manipulation
Functional

Requirement Type
Description
Rationale
Fit Criterion
(Measurable)
User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

During the collaborative object transfer, the robot will adapt its motion based on
predictions of the human’s intention.
During the collaborative object transfer and manipulation, the robot should predict
the human intention, regarding the target and duration of the motion, in order to
actively and effectively assist the human participant in the task.
The operator will be effectively assisted by the robotic partner.
5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)
Difficulty

This function will be enabled only during the collaborative object transfer and
manipulation
4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Operator

Author

AUTH

Revision

V01, 3rd of December, 2019

ID

F-Req-34

Name

Concurrent tracking accuracy and compliance

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The concurrent problem of tracking accuracy and compliance has to be addressed.
In particular, the robot must accurately follow the learned kinematic behavior,
while it should also be compliant when external forces are exerted for safety.
During the task execution, tracking accuracy and in particular accurate target
reaching in assembly tasks is important for the task execution while the compliance
to the external forces is crucial for the safety of the human.
Errors will be minimized under uncertainties during the autonomous operation
while on the other hand the robot will be compliant to external contact forces

Rationale
Fit Criterion
(Measurable)
CoLLaboratE
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arising from non-voluntary contacts for safety reasons.
User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)
Difficulty

This option will be enabled during autonomous task execution

Actors

Operator

Author

AUTH

Revision

V01, 3rd of December, 2019

ID

F-Req-35

Name

Task encoding and accurate reproduction

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

The demonstrated by the instructor motion has to be appropriately encoded, in
order to be correctly reproduced during the autonomous task execution, regarding
both the position and the orientation of the end-effector.
The generalization of a demonstrated set of motions to a kinematic behavior
requires the encoding of the end-effector motion. The accurate task execution
depends on the formulation.
The reproduced motion both in position and orientation should be accurate.

Rationale
Fit Criterion
(Measurable)
User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)
Difficulty

This option will be enabled during autonomous task execution and kinesthetic
teaching
4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Instructor, Operator

Author

AUTH

Revision

V01, 3rd of December, 2019
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ID

F-Req-36

Name

Autonomous policy improvement of assembly tasks

Requirement Type

Functional

Description

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)
User satisfaction

Starting from basic control skills modelled as Collaborative Assembly process from
the demonstration toolkit, this component will improve the assembly task by
autonomous exploration and learning, as well as learning induced by eventual
human interaction
To allow the robotic system to self-improve at the demonstrated assembly task,
advanced learning techniques including reinforcement learning and intelligent
learning control should be employed.
At least 10% increase in success rate of assembly execution after the autonomous
learning
5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)
Difficulty

N/A

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of December, 2019

Rationale

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

2.5 COLLABORATE NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
This subsection contains the non-functional requirements of the CoLLaboratE platform. A cumulative list of
the non-functional requirements is contained in Table 4.
Table 4: Overview list of the non-functional requirements.

ID
L-Req-01
L-Req-02
L-Req-03
L-Req-04
L-Req-05
P-Req-01
P-Req-02
P-Req-03
R-Req-01
R-Req-02
M-Req-01
S-Req-01
CoLLaboratE

Type
Usability, Look & Feel
Usability, Look & Feel
Usability, Look & Feel
Usability, Look & Feel
Usability, Look & Feel
Performance
Performance
Performance
Reliability
Reliability
Maintainability & Interoperability
Safety

Requirement name
Ease of Use
Real-time HRI Response
Help Menu
Mobile Robotic Manipulator
Reconfigurable H/W
Fast Learning of new Assembly Tasks
High Success Rate of Assembly Task
Fast Execution of Assembly Task
Diagnostic and Error Handling
Robust Handling of Noisy Inputs
Modular System Architecture
Safety of Use
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2.5.1

Usability, Look & Feel Requirements

ID

L-Req-01

Name

Ease of Use

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Usability, Look & Feel

Description

The system should be easy to use for all the target user categories. Each of the input
parameters either for the demonstration, design and assembly phase should be given
an explanation which is understandable by the non-expert users.

Rationale

The user shall be able to setup the system easily in order to not result into frustration.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The user adjusts the system and uses it without any frustration and learns to master
it in a relative short time.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A.

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher.

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

L-Req-02

Name

Real-time HRI Response

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Usability, Look & Feel

Description

The CoLLaboratE HRI component should provide feedback to the user in real-time by
providing information of its status and percentage of the current task completion.

Rationale

Users should be informed about the current state of the system in order to interact
more efficiently with it.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The HRI component’s GUI should include loading, processing percentage bars, along
with the necessary information boxes informing the current action/status of the
system.

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

3 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-
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Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

L-Req-03

Name

Help Menu

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Usability, Look & Feel

Description

The CoLLaboratE HRI component should provide an option to users to receive help
about the current operation.

Rationale

Users must be able to get further assistance in order to use the system more
effectively.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

There shall be a help button in every screen of the HRI component’s GUI.

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

4 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

L-Req-04

Name

Mobile Robotic Manipulator

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Usability, Look & Feel

Description

The CoLLaboratE system should provide an option to use a mobile platform with a
robotic manipulator for assembly tasks that span a large and/or complex workspace
that cannot be addressed by a fixed manipulator
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Rationale

Some assembly tasks, such as riveting of large structures span a larger workspace
than the one accounted by fixed collaborative robots. Thus, a mobile solution
involving the integration of a collaborative manipulator with an AGV should be
deployed for such cases.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The robotic manipulator is able to reach with the desired orientation all necessary
areas for assembly of the large structure

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

4 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

L-Req-05

Name

Reconfigurable H/W

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Usability, Look & Feel

Description

Fast reconfiguration and adaptation of the existing work-cell in order to perform
different operation within a feasible set of tasks and adapting to the human coworker personalized ergonomic conditions

Rationale

Passive reconfigurable elements such as adjustable fixtures, linear guides (which will
extend the robot workspace) and reconfigurable robot tools in a collaborative
robotic cell will be employed

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 10% decrease in the deployment time of a new assembly task with respect to
manual reconfiguration

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

4 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)
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Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

2.5.2

Performance Requirements

ID

P-Req-01

Name

Fast Learning of New Assembly Tasks

Requirement Type

Non-functional - Performance

Description

The system should learn a new assembly task significantly faster compared to
conventional configuration of the production line

Rationale

Fast learning of new assembly tasks will help the manufacturing companies to
drastically reduce the lead time for setting up a production line/cell and to be able
to handle “burst” production (i.e. ramp up to full volume in very short time, run
production for 3-12 months, and then change to new model)

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

At least 50 % reduction of the set-up time of a new assembly task

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

P-Req-02

Name

High Success Rate of Assembly Task

Requirement Type

Non-functional - Performance

Description

The system shall complete the assembly task with success rate comparable to that of
a human team
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Rationale

In order to be useful for the industry, the system shall execute the learned task
robustly.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The system should complete the assembly task correctly in more than 95% of the
cases.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

4 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

P-Req-03

Name

Fast Execution of Assembly Task

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Performance

Description

The system shall complete the assembly task with execution time comparable to that
of a human team

Rationale

In order to be useful for the industry, the system shall execute the learned task
without delaying the production line

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Assembly task shall take similar time with conventional approaches for at least 80%
of the cases

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

4 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019
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2.5.3

Reliability Requirements

ID

R-Req-01

Name

Diagnostic and Error Handling

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Reliability

Description

The CoLLaboratE modules shall provide diagnostics/error messages in case of
unsuccessful or uncertain operations.

Rationale

The user shall be informed of every invalid system operation in order to ensure proper
interaction with the system.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Diagnostic console implemented, as well as error handling mechanism available.

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A.

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Robot technician, Researcher.

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

ID

R-Req-02

Name

Robust Handling of Noisy Inputs

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Reliability

Description

The CoLLaboratE software modules shall gracefully deal with noisy input data.

Rationale

Sensor noise and processing ambiguities will generate unreliable inputs to modules
at all levels of the processing pipeline. Software developers should take measures to
handle these errors.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Unit tests should employ noisy input data.

User satisfaction

3 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased).

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

3 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased).

Conflicts

-
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Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A.

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Actors

Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

2.5.4

Maintainability & Interoperability Requirements

ID

M-Req-01

Name

Modular System Architecture

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Maintainability & Interoperability

Description

All system components will be implemented in modular system architecture.

Rationale

The modular system architecture will enable the usage of each component on each
own (if the necessary IO interfaces are provided), thus allowing their usage with third
party components, sensors, robot end effectors, etc.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

Modular architecture, splitting the model functionality under different components.

User satisfaction

4 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

3 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A.

Difficulty

4 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased).

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher.

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019

2.5.5

Safety Requirements

ID

S-Req-01

Name

Safety of Use

Requirement Type

Non-functional – Safety

Description

The system shall be safe to use by all the target user categories.
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Rationale

The robot should be capable to co-operate safely with human workers in a real
industrial environment.

Fit Criterion
(Measurable)

The prototype system should meet safety criteria so as to be acceptable by humanuse committees for experiments on collaborative robots. The final system should
comply with the EU safety standards for collaborative robots.

User satisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=uninterested to 5=extremely pleased)

User dissatisfaction

5 (Scale from 1=hardly matters to 5=extremely displeased)

Priority

5 (Scale from 1=low priority to 5=highest priority)

Conflicts

-

Constraints
(Attainable)

N/A

Difficulty

3 (Scale from 1=low difficulty to 5=extreme difficulty)

Actors

Assembly line worker/Instructor, Production supervisor, Robot technician,
Researcher

Author

CoLLaboratE Consortium

Revision

V01, 20th of September, 2019
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3 ARCHITECTURE DERIVATION METHODOLOGY
3.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS
The adopted methodology is based on the IEEE 1471 standard, entitled "Recommended Practice for
Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems" [2]. The standard defines basic concepts like
viewpoint and view. It also describes the necessity of stakeholders’ involvement, as well as how their needs
are applied to the architecture.
3.1.1

User Requirements & Architecture

We have established a well-defined process to gather end-user requirements in a structured way as defined
in deliverable D2.1 – “End-user requirements, use cases and industrial scenarios”.
A three-step methodology has been employed in T2.1 for defining end-user requirements. The first step
involves data collection and interaction with users, the second step performs analysis, processing and
evaluation of the collected information, whereas in the third step the performed evaluation is used for
identifying CoLLaboratE user requirements and needs.
CoLLaboratE’s target user groups, as well as the actors have also been identified and defined. The project’s
actors are used for the implementation of the system requirements and the CoLLaboratE use cases. The
resulting functional and non-functional system requirements, as presented in the previous Chapter, have been
formalized according to the Volere methodology, which allows for their detailed identification.
Requirements and architecture are interdependent. The architectural design process utilizes requirements as
an input that can frame the architectural problem and represent the users’ needs and desires. However, during
the architectural design the requirements should be also viewed from a risk/cost perspective, in order to
address existing constraints and limitations.
3.1.2

Architectural design principles

System architecture describes its components and their interaction that is fulfilling the required
functionalities. The overall architecture of the CoLLaboratE system consists of several interconnected
modules that are defined as software or hardware elements with established relationships between them.
Thus, the architecture is modular, enabling the user to utilize each functional element.
A hierarchical approach in the architectural design has been employed, beginning with basic concepts, and
moving towards a high-level description of the system. Then, moving deeper into the hierarchy, a dynamic
analysis based on the defined use-cases will be performed in the final version of this deliverable, which will
be submitted in M24. The adopted approach [3] allows for a technology independent design (up to a certain
degree), promoting, when possible, the use of generic solutions based on available technologies.

3.2

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

This section describes the design methodology for the CoLLaboratE architectural components, describing
their functionalities and interactions. More specifically, the following steps for mitigating from the conceptual
architecture to the high-level functional view, and then to the dynamic structure of the system are determined:


Step 1: A key component for the correct determination of the architecture is the definition of the user
requirements and the corresponding use-cases, both determined in Task T2.1 and described in
Deliverable D2.1.



Step 2: Based on the user requirements, CoLLaboratE system requirements are defined, both
functional and non-functional. These requirements are used for mitigating from the conceptual
architecture to the high-level functional view of the system.
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Step 3: Based on the system requirements and specifications, CoLLaboratE functional structure is
defined, providing a high-level view of the system and guiding the determination of the
implementation view.



Step 4: Upon the determination of the high-level architecture of the CoLLaboratE system, its
functionality is evaluated on a dynamic model using the use-cases defined by Task T2.1. Namely, the
system is examined by assessing its functionality at specific use cases of various application scenarios.

An overview of this methodology is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 4. The iterative procedure for
updating the functional view of the system based on the dynamic analysis of the designed structures will cover
the second year of the project and will conclude with the completion of the final version of the deliverable,
which is due to M24.

Figure 4: Diagrammatic Representation of the Employed Architectural Design Process
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4 COLLABORATE CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
This section aims to present the conceptual architecture of the CoLLaboratE system, specifying its basic
architectural elements.

4.1

OVERVIEW

An overview of the CoLLaboratE system architecture is presented in. The figure is based on the expected
workflow of the system, broken down to the Collaborative Assembly Process and Collaboration Skills Training
layers, as well as Assembly Learning and Production Planning.
A description for the environment and core CoLLaboratE architectural elements to be developed for
supporting the presented concept is outlined below:
Operational environment - This is where the human operators introduce the physical elements (such as
peripheral equipment) and quasi-static task constraints (such as assembly rules and product invariants) into
the definition of the station including the robots, AGV’s, etc.
Layer 1: Collaborative Assembly Process Layer – Spans all assembly learning operations based on input
and interaction with other system elements, such as the HRI and learning from demonstration toolkits. It also
addresses assembly execution and production planning.
Collaborative Assembly Learning: including autonomous assembly policy learning, policy improvement,
and multimodal learning. Baseline functionalities such as learning from demonstration are employed for
providing input to the components of this element, whereas feedback from the HRI interface is also utilised.
Autonomous Assembly Policy Learning and Improvement: Starting from basic control
skills modelled as Collaborative Assembly process from the demonstration toolkit, this component will
improve the assembly task by autonomous exploration and learning, as well as learning induced by
eventual human interaction during the exploitation.
Multimodal Learning of Assembly Task: This component aims to increase the synergy between the
different learning modules that are based in visual, tactile, and kinaesthetic data, in order to improve
the overall performance of the system.
Production Planning and Assembly Execution: This element addresses the optimisation of the coproduction cell’s resources’ utilisation, including that of the robotic manipulators, the enhanced Automated
Guided Vehicles, the reconfigurable fixtures, and the human workers. It also addresses worker’s safety and
ergonomic performance.
Production Plan Generation/Supervision: The assembly system model will be integrating several
assembly stations where the various components of each product are assembled consuming different
amount of parts such as rivets, screws, cables etc. A Decision Support System will provide suggestions
on the production plan for making efficient use of the available resources.
Safety Constraints Construction/Enforcement: These safety constraints will assist robot motion
control in achieving human safety in collaborative manipulation tasks, via introducing virtual
forbidden areas within the working cell.
Human Monitoring: Through the monitoring of the regular performance of the human, meaningful
information related to human behavior is extracted. Injury prevention in the workplace through
quantitative and objective assessment of occupational exposure in normal work activities is achieved.
AGV Behavior Configuration: Through the HRI interface the operator will configure the AGV’s
behavior with respect to the human co-workers, in order to adapt to the needs of the planned tasks.
Layer 2: Collaboration Skills Training Layer– This layer is responsible for introducing key collaboration
skills to the robotic agents of the system, such as the robotic manipulators and the Automated Guided Vehicles:
Adaptive Control Training for Load Sharing: This component allows the training of robotic manipulators
in performing dynamic load sharing and stiffness adaptation along the path operational space during the
HRC, while understanding the human’s needs and intentions regarding the goal of the task for adapting
their kinematic behavior.
CoLLaboratE
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Human Touch Recognition and Classification: Robot skin is capable to capture complex contact events
between the robot and the surrounding environment including objects and humans. The capability of
discriminating voluntary (i.e. purposive) contacts from unplanned and potential harmful contacts is a key
element for implementing safe pHRI.
Human Tracking: Analysis of the professional scene and human tracking is performed based on computer
vision for scene analysis and motion capturing resulting to on-line recognition of professional gestures and
actions.
AGV Training: This training will allow for cooperation between operators and Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGVs) based on the detection of the intentions of human users of spaces in the factory (e.g. when a human
tends to cut the motion trajectory of the AGV, to detect collaborative workspaces and identify them etc.)
Components spanning both layers
Teaching by Demonstration: Visual demonstrations and kinaesthetic teaching will be employed for
modelling the assembly process and generating input for the learning modules of the Collaborative
Assembly Learning element. Using vision-related features, key frame extraction will also be performed
during the assembly process of two parts, adding semantic information on the collaboration aspects of the
process.
Human-In-The-Loop Operation: Through an intuitive HRI interface that also includes advanced physical
interaction with the robots, the human worker/operator can interact with the system for both teaching and
controlling, as well as receive alerts and suggestions.
Local Warehouse: It is utilised for storing the current configuration for the station and the learned robot
skills (load sharing, assembly policies, autonomous navigation, etc.).
External knowledge – where the results of the social analysis of human-robot collaboration are stored.
Social studies on Human-Robot Collaboration: The intertwined force/position control of humans while
performing assembly operations will be examined through appropriately designed experiments and the
results will be used for improving the CoLLaboratE approach on control policies during assembly, as well
as for qualitative comparison with the self-learned end-to-end controllers.
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Figure 5: CoLLaboratE Architecture for Collaborative Assembly in Production Covering both Skill Training and Assembly Layers
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5 FUNCTIONAL VIEW
The functional view of a system’s architecture defines the components that provide its functionality. The view
describes the functional structure of the system, demonstrating how the system performs the required
functions. The functional structure of such view, as defined by Rozanski & Woods, typically contains functional
elements, interfaces, connectors and external entities:
Functional Elements are well-defined components of the system that have particular functionalities and
expose well-defined interfaces that allow them to be connected to other components. A functional component
can be a software module, an application, a data collection, or even a sub-system.
Interfaces are specifications, defining how the functions of a component can be accessed by other components.
An interface is defined by the inputs, outputs, the provided operation and the interaction needed for the
operation.
External Entities are other systems, software programs, hardware devices, or any other entity the system
interacts with. These are described as dependencies to other systems or components.
The following sections introduce the components of the CoLLaboratE system and their relation to other
components or entities. The goal of these descriptions is to define the major functionality of each module and
the dependencies among the modules. The interaction among modules can span more than one phase. The
internal functionality of each module is coarsely presented in this report, but will be described in more detail
in the final version of this deliverable, Deliverable D2.6 (M24).
Figure 6 provides a holistic view on the functional module dependencies of the CoLLaboratE platform. This
figure translates the conceptual architecture as presented in Section 4 into software modules and
dependencies. The directed dependencies between the modules are denoted by arrowed lines.
The CoLLaboratE system consists of the following modules:
-

Input Sensor Module: Section 5.1
Adaptive Robot Control Module: Section 5.2
Human SkeletonTracking Module: Section 5.3
Gesture Interpretation Module: Section 5.4
Human Touch Recognition Module: Section 5.5
Safety Constraints Module: Section 5.6
Ergonomic Performance Monitor: Section 5.7
Teaching from Demonstration Module: Section 5.8
Autonomous Policy Learning Module: Section 5.9
Autonomous Policy Improvement Module: Section 5.10
Multimodal Learning Module: Section 5.11
AGV Configuration Deployment: Section 5.12
HRI Module: Section 5.13
Production Planner: Section 5.14
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Figure 6: Functional View of the CoLLaboratE system
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5.1 INPUT SENSOR MODULE
5.1.1 Description
The purpose of the Input Sensor Module is to provide the system with sensorial feedback during both the
training and the execution of the assembly process. The Input Sensor Module is utilizing 2D color images, 3D
range sensors (RGBD sensors), as well as sensor data from the AGVs and tactile/force sensors of the robots’
manipulators.
5.1.2 Main Functionalities
The main functionality of the Input Sensor Module is to provide access to the sensory data utilized by the
Human Tracking Module, Human Touch Recognition Module and Multimodal Learning Module.
5.1.3 Internal Components
The Input Sensor Module consists of the following internal components:

RGBD Sensor Controller
- Provides access to both 2D RGB image data sequences, as well as to Depth data sequences.
AGV Sensor Controller
- Provides access to the sensory data collected from the AGVs.
Force Sensor Controller
- Provides force sensor data from the sensors attached to the robotic manipulators.
Tactile Sensor Controller
-

Provides tactile sensor data from the sensors attached to the robotic manipulators.

Figure 7: Input Sensor Module - Internal

5.1.4 Dependencies to other components
The Input Sensor Module interacts with the following components:
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RGBD Sensors (From)
-

The input from the RGBD sensors is provided.

Force/Tactile Sensors (From)
-

The input from the force/tactile sensors is provided.

AGV Sensors (From)
-

The input from AGVs’ sensors is provided.

Human Tracking Module (From/To)
-

The sensory data is provided to Human Tracking Module for processing.

Human Touch Recognition Module (To)
-

The force and tactile sensor data is provided to Human Touch Recognition Module for processing.

Multimodal Learning Module (From/To)
-

The sensor output of the Input Sensor Module is provided to the Multimodal Learning Module.

Figure 8: Input Sensor Module – External

5.1.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID
Summary
F-Req-17
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F-Req-27

Multimodal data acquisition, processing, and learning
Table 5: Input Sensor Module's Addressed Requirements

5.2 ADAPTIVE ROBOT CONTROL MODULE
5.2.1 Description
This module enables an adaptive control scheme that will allow robots to optimally execute a learned task
jointly with humans.
5.2.2 Main Functionalities
The main functionality is to online adapt the behavior of the robot while it executes a learned task according
to the operator’s intentions, the task characteristics and the robot’s configuration.
5.2.3 Internal Components
The module consists of the following subcomponents that may or may not operate in parallel:





Goal prediction and adaptive control while the robot estimates the operator’s intention in cooperative
object handling
Online modification of the learned task (temporal & spatial) through the application of external forces
to the robot (by the human or because of the payload)
Application of counteractive forces by the robot to the human (e.g. for a riveting task)
Robot task nullspace control and task hierarchy to learn different priorities in collaborative tasks

Figure 9: Adaptive Robot Controller Module - Internal

5.2.4

Dependencies to other Components

Input Sensor Module (From)
-

The input from force and tactile sensors is provided.

Teaching from Demonstration Module (From)
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-

Input required from demonstrated data

Safety Constraints Module (From)
-

The control signal for the constraints enforcement

Multimodal Learning Module (From/To)
-

Multimodal Learning Module get input from the Adaptive Robot Control Module
Adaptive Robot Control Module receives input from Multimodal Learning Module

Autonomous Policy Learning Module (From/To)
-

Autonomous Policy Learning Module sends commands to Adaptive Robot Control Module

Autonomous Policy Improvement Module (From/To)
-

Autonomous Policy Improvement Module sends commands to Adaptive Robot Control Module

Production Planner (From/To)
-

Signal to initiate the autonomous robot execution

Figure 10: Adaptive Robot Controller Module – External

5.2.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-14

Teaching by Physical Interaction
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F-Req-16

Motion Between Keyframes

F-Req-28

Dynamic load sharing, application of counteractive forces, and
stiffness adaptation during HRC

F-Req-33

Adaptation based on human intention prediction during
collaborative object transfer and manipulation

F-Req-34

Concurrent tracking accuracy and compliance
Table 6: Adaptive Robot Control Module's Addressed Requirements

5.3 HUMAN SKELETON TRACKING MODULE
5.3.1 Description
Human Tracking Module permits the tracking and recognition of different human movements. This module
tracks a human in an environment where cooperation with a robot in a task is expected. Human skeleton
tracking is performed for safety and human-robot collaboration purposes.
5.3.2 Main Functionalities
Human safety will be addressed by tracking in real time the workers’ skeleton when operating in a shared
workspace with the robots. Using information from RGBD sensors the human skeleton of the workers will be
tracked in real time with respect to the robots’ position in order to provide feedback to the safety constraints
module. During assembly demonstration human skeleton tracking will be employed for extracting the
assembly program. This tracking can be performed off-line.

5.3.3 Internal Components
Offline Human Skeleton Tracker
-

Offline human skeleton tracker will be used during the demonstration of the task. High quality tracking
is necessary for extracting useful information for the task.
Online Human Skeleton Tracker
-

Online human skeleton tracker will be used during the execution of the task. The human that participates
in the collaborative task should be tracked for two reasons, collaboration with the robot and safety.

Figure 11: Human Tracking Module - Internal
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5.3.4 Dependencies to other Components
The Human Skeleton Tracking Module will mainly get its input from the Input Sensor Module providing 2D
color images and/or 3D range sensors (RGBD sensors). It will provide output to Safety Constraints Module..

Figure 12: Human Skeleton Tracking Module – External

5.3.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID
Summary
F-Req-21

Real-time human skeleton tracking for safety constraints
Table 7: Human Skeleton Tracking Module's Addressed Requirements

5.4 GESTURE INTERPRETATION MODULE
5.4.1 Description
Gesture Interpretation Module permits the tracking and recognition of different human movements in various
scenarios like human-robot interaction or gestural commands of AGVs. This module constitutes a central
element of the AI-based external perception of the machines, making them smarter, able to “understand”
human actions/movements/intentions and interact with humans in a more natural way.
The AI-based external perception of machines module will be used for AGV’s command.
5.4.2 Main Functionalities
One the principle functionalities of machines’ AI-based external perception concerns the continuous following
of human movements aiming at their recognition. To achieve this goal, a gestural vocabulary must be created
and with the use of popular machine learning methods, the robot will be able to “understand” and assist the
worker according to their needs. Together with the recognition accuracy, complementary information, will be
provided such as the time index, joints positions etc. Additionally, gesture recognition results will be used to
command Automated Guided Vehicles by performing gestures. This function will be analyzed in the section
5.5. Beyond the recognition of explicitly defined gestures, this module will also permit to detect human
movement intention.
Machine gestural commands:
This functionality is strongly connected to the gesture recognition output. A predefined gestures vocabulary
must be defined and gesture recognition probabilities will permit to match gestures to precise commands to
be executed by the AGV (start, stop, turn left/right etc.)
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5.4.3 Internal Components
Pose estimator
In this internal component estimation of 2D or 3D pose using OpenPose and RGB or RGB-D images will be
performed. Another option for 3D pose estimation is that it can also be achieved directly from RGB images
using a Convolutional Neural Networks based architecture. If required, hand and finger tracking will be
performed.
Gesture recognition engine
Training Phase
In order for a system to be able to perform human gesture recognition, it must be trained using a machine or
deep learning-based pipeline. Pose estimation output will be used as input data for this to be achieved.
Recognition Phase
Following the training phase, this component can be used to perform offline and online gesture recognition.
Recognition accuracy is defined by high probabilities percentage.
Prediction Phase
Will be based on the Intention Detection output.

Intention detection
Intention detection is used in the meaning of an early gesture recognition. Human movement intention
detection will be achieved using statistical methods that utilize the current position coordinates of the worker
to predict his position n-time periods later. This way, the AGV will be able to adapt its trajectory/”actions”,
leading to efficient human-machine collaboration.
AGV Training Component
The AGV Training Component will get its input from the other subcomponents providing feedback on human
commands. It will provide output to AGV Configuration/Deployment component.

Figure 13: Gesture Interpretation Module – Internal

5.4.4 Dependencies to other Components
The Gesture Interpretation Module will mainly get its input from the Input Sensor Module providing 2D color
images and/or 3D range sensors (RGBD sensors). It will provide output to AGV Configuration/Deployment
Module.
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Figure 14: Gesture Interpretation Module – External

5.4.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-23

Human gesture recognition

F-Req-24

Human intention detection for AGV navigation and collaborative
assembly
Table 8: Gesture Interpretation Module's Addressed Requirements

5.5 HUMAN TOUCH RECOGNITION MODULE
5.5.1 Description
The purpose of this module is to discriminate between human hand touches and generic collisions with the
tactile sensor modules.
5.5.2 Main Functionalities
The main functionality is to provide a classification of the contact (human-hand vs. generic contact), and the
correlated geometric and interaction parameters (contact location and interaction forces) required to
characterize the type of interaction.
5.5.3 Internal Components
The Human Touch Recognition Module consists of the following internal components:





Geometric transformer (flattening of 3D tactile meshes)
Tactile image generator
Tactile image classifier
Post processing for contact parameters computation
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Figure 15: Human Touch Recognition Module– Internal

5.5.4 Dependencies to other Components
The Human Touch Recognition Module will mainly get its input from the Input Sensor Module providing
feedback from the tactile sensors. It will provide output to Safety Constraints Module. It will also communicate
with the Multimodal Learning Module.

Figure 16: Human touch Recognition Module – External

5.5.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID
Summary
F-Req-22

Human Touch Recognition and Classification
Table 9: Human Touch Recognition Module's Addressed Requirements
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5.6 SAFETY CONSTRAINTS MODULE
5.6.1 Description
This module constructs modifies on-the-fly and enforces dynamic active constraints, to guarantee human
safety in collaborative manipulation tasks.
5.6.2 Main Functionalities
The Safety Constraints Module is constructing dynamic constraints on the robots’ movement based on the
position and pose of the workers that are sharing the workspace with them. The main functionality of the
dynamic active constraints enforcement component is to shape anisotropically the impedance of the robot to
confine the generated motion within the safe region, affording motion along the human-guided pathway.
5.6.3 Internal Components
The module consists of two components operating in cascade: a) Dynamic Active Constraints Construction
(DACC); b) Dynamic Active Constraints Enforcement (DACE): receives input from DACC and sensorial
feedback from the robot, and modifies the impedance of the robot accordingly.

Figure 17: Safety Constraints Module - Internal

5.6.4 Dependencies to other Components
The Safety Constraints Module will mainly get its input from the Human Tracking Module and the Human
Touch Recognition Module. It will provide output to Adaptive Robot Control Module, Autonomous Policy
Learning Module and Autonomous Improvement Module. It will also communicate with the Multimodal
Learning Module.

Figure 18: Safety Constraints Module – External

5.6.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID
Summary
F-Req-15

Workspace constraints

S-Req-01

Safety of Use
Table 10: Safety Constraints Module's Addressed Requirements
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5.7 ERGONOMIC PERFORMANCE MONITOR
5.7.1 Description
Monitoring the ergonomic performance of the worker during tasks is important to ensure a safe work
environment. The purpose is to identify ergonomically improper postures during an 8-hour work shift. With
the utilization of the Multimodal Learning Module it will be investigated whether it is possible to also detect
these improper posture in real-time and alert the individual using only visual sensors. The ergonomic analysis
will also help to decide which tasks will be performed by the collaborative robot. Indeed, when deciding which
motions should be done by the robot, it is important to identify the postures that can be potentially hazardous
for the worker. As such, analyzing the postures in a quantifiable way that is accepted by the industry is crucial.
5.7.2 Main Functionalities
The ergonomics performance monitoring will focus on identifying the gestures and/or postures and assigning
an ergonomic risk level according to state-of-the-art metrics for ergonomics analysis. For this assessment,
MoCap data such as joint angles, accelerations or angular velocities will be used. Moreover, algorithms that
can identify the problematic gestures, awkward postures, as well as calculate the torques that are applied to
the joints during the tasks. The results can give a quantifiable measurement regarding ergonomic
performance. The module will provide a straightforward offline graphical interface where the ergonomic risks
detected on a recording or a set period will be shown.
5.7.3








Internal Components
Motion data extractor: For the ergonomic assessment of the worker, information regarding the
gestures or postures that the worker execute or assume during his work shift will be extracted from
time-series data such as joint angles, and accelerations and angular velocities from Inertial
Measurement Units (IMUs) placed strategically on the worker body. For this last input a posture
estimation will be carried out using machine learning.
Automatic ergonomic assessor: In this component state of the art assessments and extensions (joint
torques) of the task under analysis will be applied by using as input the gestures and/or postures
obtained from the motion data.
Movement Analytics Visualizer: The result from the ergonomic assessment will be shown to the user
in a graphical interface, where the ergonomic risks detected will be indicated as well as their cause.
Analytics from the assessment will be projected on the animation of the task under analysis to
complement the visual feedback.
Performance monitor: For a more complete estimation of development of musculoskeletal disorders
(MSD), in the module, it will be possible to apply an analysis of the ergonomic risks presented on the
data from a specific interval (e.g. work-shift, weeks, months). The aim is that by using machine learning
techniques, detect a possible decrease in the worker performance due to his/her exposure to MSD
risks.

Figure 19: Ergonomic Performance Monitor - Internal
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5.7.4 Dependencies to other Components
The Ergonomic Performance Module will mainly get its input from the Gesture Interpretation Module. It will
provide output to the HRI Module and the Production Planner.

Figure 20: Ergonomic Performance Monitor – External

5.7.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-25

Human monitoring for injury prevention from normal work
activities
Table 11: Ergonomic Performance Monitor's Addressed Requirements

5.8 TEACHING FROM DEMONSTRATION MODULE
5.8.1 Description
This module is used to demonstrate and encode a task to the robot either visually or kinesthetically. The
demonstration data is used to extract key-frames that correspond to important actions for the task and are
employed in the generation of an assembly program.
5.8.2 Main Functionalities
The main functionalities include the ability to teach a task with visual feedback and kinesthetic guidance while
encoding the demonstration with keyframes and DMPs, respectively. The keyframes are associated with
kinematic, semantic, and dynamic information, whereas the DMPs will have novel features. The human will be
able to intervene at any time and make modifications to the learned task.
5.8.3

-

Internal Components

Visual Tracker
Tracks off-line the assembly parts and tools based on the provided 3D CADs
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-

Keyframe Extractor
Provides the Key-frames of the demonstrated assembly including the related kinematic and semantic
information

-

Assembly Program Generator
The Key-frames are used for the automatic extraction of the robot program for performing the
demonstrated assembly as one of the actors

-

DMP Encoder
Encoding physical Human-Robot interaction using DMPs with novel features

-

Virtual Fixture Generator
Penetrable virtual fixtures to assist the operator in the demonstration

-

Trajectory Demonstration Editor
Incremental Trajectory adaptation with stiffness adaptation along the motion trajectory and concurrent
update using recursive regression

Figure 21: Teaching from Demonstration Module - Internal

5.8.4

Dependencies to other Components

Input Sensors Module (From)
-

RBGD sensor data

-

Force and torque sensor data

Human Tracking Module (From)
-

Skeleton Tracking/Gesture Recognition

HRI Module (From/To)
-

Web-based HRI

Safety Constraints Module (To)
-

Safety Constraints Construction, Task related minimum safe distances during HRI.
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Autonomous Policy Learning Module (To)
-

Autonomous Policy Learning Module will get the Keyframes from Teaching from Demonstration
Module.

Autonomous Policy Improvement Module (To)
-

Autonomous Policy Improvement Module will get the Keyframes from Teaching from Demonstration
Module.

Figure 22: Teaching from Demonstration Module– External

5.8.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-01

Loading of the 3D model of assembly component.

F-Req-02

Object Recognition Initialisation

F-Req-03

Assembly Keyframe Extraction

F-Req-04

Assembly Teaching Completion

F-Req-05

Output Location Indication

F-Req-06

Pickup Location Indication

F-Req-07

Keyframe Confirmation (in tablet)

F-Req-08

Assembly Sequence Confirmation in tablet virtual execution

F-Req-09

Automatic Robot Assembly Sequence of Actions Generation

F-Req-11

Assembly Sequence Error Handling
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F-Req-19

Assembly Load/Force Extraction

F-Req-32

Assistive task modification during teaching

F-Req-35

Task encoding and accurate reproduction
Table 12: Teaching from Demonstration Module's Addressed Requirements

5.9 AUTONOMOUS POLICY LEARNING MODULE
5.9.1 Description
This module will learn the assembly policy in a collaborative way, initiated by learning of the corresponding
disassembly. The human operator will guide the robot to the starting pose for disassembly. The robot will
autonomously learn the disassembly policy exploiting environmental constraints under the supervision of the
reinforcement learning module. The assembly policy will be derived from the corresponding disassembly.
5.9.2 Main Functionalities
After the initial human guidance to starting pose of an assembled object, the robot will start with the
autonomous exploitation phase with the goal of disassembling the object. Based on this, the robot will learn
the corresponding assembly operations.
5.9.3 Internal Components
Intelligent control Module will perform autonomous movement within the environmental constraints. This
process will be supervised by the Reinforcement Learning Module (e.g. SARSA, Q-Learning), which will learn
the optimal policy.

Figure 23: Autonomous Policy Learning Module - Internal

5.9.4 Dependencies to other Components
a) Input policy from Teaching from Demonstration Module, b) Safety supervision from Safety Constraints
Module. This module will also communicate with the multimodal learning module.
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Figure 24: Autonomous Policy Learning Module – External

5.9.5

Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-12

Train Assembly Phase Initialisation

F-Req-26

Autonomous exploration and learning of assembly tasks
Table 13: Autonomous Policy Learning Module's Addressed Requirements

5.10 AUTONOMOUS POLICY IMPROVEMENT MODULE
5.10.1 Description
Starting from basic control skills modelled as Collaborative Assembly process from the demonstration toolkit,
this component will improve the assembly task by autonomous exploration and learning, as well as learning
induced by eventual human interaction during the exploitation.
5.10.2 Main Functionalities
After the initial learning utilizing kinesthetic guidance, the robot will start with exploitation phase and
autonomous refinement of the assembly trajectory, based on the policy gradient reinforcement learning,
statistical reinforcement learning and iterative learning controllers. The objective for learning will be twofold:
a) to minimize the contact forces and torques and to successfully accomplish the assembly task, and b) to learn
non-uniform speed scaling with the main objective to speed up the assembly task. Success of the assembly
operation will be determined from a) observing whether human operator had to correct the assembly; and b)
from appropriate sensor, where the system will learn from the human feedback.
5.10.3 Internal Components
Iterative Learning Control Module, Reinforcement learning Control Module with 3 algorithms implemented
(PoWER, Pi2 and CME-AE), Supervisor module, Intelligent Control module for autonomous motion within
constraints.
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Figure 25: Autonomous Policy Improvement Module - Internal

5.10.4 Dependencies to other Components
a) input policy from Teaching from Demonstration Module, b) Safety supervision from Safety Constraints
Module, c) Testing and execution of policies from Adaptive Robot Control Module. This module will also
communicate with the multimodal learning module.

Figure 26: Autonomous Policy Improvement Module – External

5.10.5 Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-12

Train Assembly Phase Initialisation

F-Req-36

Autonomous policy improvement of assembly tasks
Table 14: Autonomous Policy Improvement Module's Addressed Requirements
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5.11 MULTIMODAL LEARNING MODULE
5.11.1 Description
This module is utilized for increasing the synergy between the other learning modules that are based in visual,
tactile, and kinesthetic data, in order to improve the overall performance of the system.
5.11.2 Main Functionalities
The module performs early and late fusion of the data acquired by the different modalities using deep neural
network architectures. This module capitalizes on the results of the networks trained in different learning
modules and employs techniques of progressive learning in order to generalize to different variations of the
tasks. It also performs inference on the fused data thus improving the efficiency of, otherwise, unimodal
approaches.
5.11.3 Internal Components
Multimodal Data Fuser
- Early and/or late fusion of visual, tactile, ergonomic, and kinesthetic data

-

Knowledge Transfer Engine
Progressive learning for generalizing across different tasks

-

Multimodal Inference Engine
Performs inference using neural networks trained on the fused data

Figure 27: Multimodal Learning Module - Internal

5.11.4 Dependencies to other Components
Input Sensors Module (From/To)
-

RGBD sensor data
Force and torque sensor data

Human Skeleton Tracking Module (From/To)
-

Offline Tracker
Online Tracker

Human Touch Recognition Module (From/To)
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-

Touch Geometry
Touch Recognition

Autonomous Policy Learning Module (From/To)
-

Skeleton Tracking
Gesture Recognition

Autonomous Policy Improvement Module (From/To)
-

Skeleton Tracking
Gesture Recognition

Ergonomic Performance Monitor (From/To)
-

Motion Data Extractor
Performance Monitor

Adaptive Robot Control Module (From/To)
-

Adaptive Control

Figure 28: Multimodal Learning Module - External

5.11.5 Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-27

Multimodal data acquisition, processing, and learning
Table 15: Multimodal Learning Module's Addressed Requirements
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5.12 AGV CONFIGURATION/DEPLOYMENT
5.12.1 Description
This module allows the production supervisor to configure the AGVs before assigning a new task and monitor
them during their deployment.
5.12.2 Main Functionalities
During configuration the parameters of the actions corresponding to the gestures learned during AGV training
are defined, whereas during deployment the AGV’s actions are monitored.
5.12.3 Internal Components
No internal components are currently defined.
5.12.4 Dependencies to other Components
Gesture Interpretation Module (From)
-

Human Gesture Training

HRI Module (From/To)
Production Planner (From/To)
-

Task Assignment

Figure 29: AGV Configuration/Deployment – External

5.12.5 Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-24

Human intention detection for AGV navigation and collaborative
assembly
Table 16: AGV Configuration Deployment's Addressed Requirements
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5.13 HRI MODULE
5.13.1 Description
HRI module contains all CoLLaboratE interfaces that facilitate the interaction between the human users and
the CoLLaboratE system. It includes two user-friendly interfaces utilized for demonstrating new tasks to the
robots, controlling them in order to perform desired tasks, teaching new trajectories to the robot and to
visualize the learned trajectories, etc. Augmented Reality (AR) technologies will be exploited for an effective
communication between the user and the robot, adding virtual objects on the screen while the environment
is also displayed.
5.13.2 Main Functionalities
It allows the user to interact with the system for teaching a new task through demonstration. It communicates
with most of the modules for facilitating any user interaction that they require. The user can also control the
robot to perform desired tasks without having to reprogram, using a smartphone and AR methods for HRC.
The mobile interface can be used to visualize the motion of a virtual robot, together with the trajectories
learned by the robot, including its variations, which can be used for safety, failure and ergonomy checks. It will
provide an easy-to-use interface for the user to click on the objects and command the robot to perform a set
of learned actions on these objects.
5.13.3 Internal Components
Web-based HRI
- Teaching by demonstration, AGV configuration/deployment, Task Planning

-

Mobile Interface for Path Teaching
Teaching robot paths with variations

Figure 30: HRI Module - Internal

5.13.4 Dependencies to other Components
AGV Configuration/Deployment (From/To)
-

Action parameters definition, action monitoring

Teaching from Demonstration Module (From/To)
-

Visual demonstration, Key-frame extraction, Assembly program generation
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Production Planner (From/To)
-

Task Assignment, Task monitoring

Safety Constraints Module (From)
- Dynamic Active Constraints Construction
Ergonomic Performance Monitor (From/To)
- Motion Data Extractor, Performance Monitor

Moreover, for the mobile interface the following are required:
a) an input policy from Teaching from Demonstration module, b) safety supervision from Safety Constraints
Module, c) ergonomy supervision from Ergonomic Performance Monitor, d) execution of the robot from
Adaptive Robot Control module.

Figure 31: HRI Module– External

5.13.5 Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID

Summary

F-Req-05

Output Location Indication

F-Req-06

Pickup Location Indication

F-Req-07

Keyframe Confirmation (in tablet)

F-Req-08

Assembly Sequence Confirmation in tablet virtual execution
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F-Req-10

Final Assembly Task Confirmation

F-Req-12

Train Assembly Phase Initialisation

F-Req-18

Assembly Confirmation

F-Req-20

User-friendly HRI interface for the communication of the workers
with the system

F-Req-29

Teaching robot paths with variations

F-Req-13

Error Notification During Training
Table 17: HRI Module's Addressed Requirements

5.14 PRODUCTION PLANNER
5.14.1 Description
The production planner aims to control the task assignments on resources for the optimization of the
production flow. One of the main aspects that will be embedded into the core of the production planner is the
intelligence to provide quick results that are optimal for the whole production.
5.14.2 Main Functionalities
The main functionalities of the Production Planner are:
1. Acquire the original tasks required for the successful completion of an order
2. Interact with the HRI module for on-demand scheduling
3. Interact with Ergonomic Performance Monitor so as to include into the assessment of each task
assignment the ergonomic factor.
4. Interact with the configuration of AGV so as to instruct the AGV to move to the required location at the
time required based on the production schedule.
5. Interact with the gesture module so as to interrupt/resume the execution of an AGV
5.14.3 Internal Components
Station Controller
The station controller is the root component of the production planner that maintains information about the
configurations of each station within the production ie. task sequences, resources available etc.
Task Scheduler
The task scheduler calculates the task assignments for the available resources so as to provide an optimal
schedule for the production.
Task Executor
The task executor is the main component responsible for the execution of each task. Assignment to resources
are already being calculated by the Task Scheduler and are respected by the task executor.
Resource Controller
This component is required for each available resource within the production and maintains the right means
for interacting with each hardware. Specific resource controllers will be implemented for each resource used
in the CoLLaboratE use cases.
Action Handler
The action handler is responsible for handling any kind of actions required for each task.
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Gesture Controller
This component is responsible to interact with the gesture and interrupt and execution of the task executor
for a particular resource.

Figure 32: Production Planner - Internal

5.14.4 Dependencies to other Components

Figure 33: Production Planner– External

5.14.5 Addressed Requirements
Requirements ID
Summary
F-Req-30

Production plan generation for making efficient use of the
available resources

F-Req-31

Production Plan supervision
Table 18: Production Planner's Addressed Requirements
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6 IMPLEMENTATION VIEW OF THE SYSTEM
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we provide an overview of the modules of the CoLLaboratE system and their software
requirements, whereas the Robot Operating System (ROS) [6] (Section 6.2.1) platform is briefly presented,
since it will be employed for the development and integration of the defined software components. We also
describe the source code revision control, which is based on Git and will be used by the CoLLaboratE
consortium throughout the software development process. This chapter will also provide a preliminary
overview of the hardware requirements for the employed software tools.
The implementation view of the CoLLaboratE system consists of the development and the deployment views
of the system. The development view defines the software architecture of the system, whereas the deployment
view focuses on the requirements of the system that are critical during live operation of the CoLLaboratE
robotic platform.

6.2 DEVELOPMENT VIEW
6.2.1

Robot Operating System (ROS)

The CoLLaboratE platform comprises of the main robot and various sensors, that need to communicate in
order to achieve a collaborative assembly task. Therefore, an operating system is needed for the integration
of asynchronous sensors with robot planning for this task. The role of such an operating system is fulfilled by
the widely used open source software platform ROS (Robot Operating System). Since ROS will be the main
integration platform, we will briefly describe its main components such as the nodes, messages, topics, and
services.
A ROS node is a process that performs some kind of computation and posts its results. The whole setup usually
comprises many nodes, such as a node responsible for processing the output of the RGBD camera, one for
moving the robotic arms, one for processing the output of the human tracking module, etc. The use of nodes
in ROS provides several benefits to the overall system. Code and logic is isolated which assists in easy
maintenance. In addition crashes are isolated to individual nodes. All running nodes have a uniquely defined
name that makes them visible to the rest of the system.
ROS offers a well-supported communication system. Nodes can exchange data by passing messages, which are
predefined data structure supporting all common data types (integer, floating point, Boolean, etc.). A node
sends data as a message by publishing it to a specific topic, again identified by a unique name, and it gets data
by subscribing to a topic. Other methods of communication that are available in ROS are the Remote Procedure
Calls (RPCs). RPCs can either be services, that are blocking, or actions, that are non-blocking. Both services
and actions require one or more clients and one server. A client can make a request to a service server and it
will receive the corresponding response. An action client can send a goal to an action server and it will receive
feedback during processing. At the completion of the action goal the client receives the result.

6.2.2

Module Development

In this section we provide an overview of the technical requirements and dependencies for each module, as
well as the responsible partners for the development of the module.
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Table 19: Overview of Software Technical Requirements

Name

Owner

Support

Programming
Language / Technology

Input Sensor Module

CERTH

UNIGE

C++, ROS

Adaptive Robot Control
Module

AUTH

JSI

C++, ROS

Human Skeleton Tracking
Module

ARMINES

CERTH

TBD

Gesture Interpretation
Module

ARMINES

ASTI

TBD

Human Touch Recognition
Module

UNIGE

CERTH

TBD

Safety Constraints Module

CERTH

ARMINES

Ergonomic Performance
Monitor

ARMINES

CERTH

TBD

Teaching from
Demonstration Module

CERTH

AUTH

C++, ROS, CUDA

Autonomous Policy Learning
Module

JSI

IDIAP

TBD

Autonomous Policy
Improvement Module

JSI

IDIAP

TBD

CERTH

IDIAP

C++, ROS

ASTI

CERTH

TBD

CERTH

LMS

LMS

CERTH

Multimodal Learning Module
AGV
Configuration/Deployment
HRI Module
Production Planner

6.2.3

C++, ROS, CUDA

HTML5, Javascript, Python, C++, ROS,
Gazebo, Gzweb
TBD

Source Code and Configuration Management

In software development the core of configuration management is made up of a version control system. Such
a system is able to maintain current and historical versions of files, allowing various programmers to
CoLLaboratE easily. Configuration management contains version control, and extends it by providing
additional methods of project management. The following activities constitute configuration management:



identification of Software Configuration Items (SCIs) and their versions through unique identifiers
control of changes through developers, management or a control instance




accounting of the state of individual components
auditing of selected versions (which are scheduled for a release) by a quality control team
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For the development and management of the source code for all CoLLaboratE packages, Git will be used.
Git is a free and open source distributed version control system, which can handle fast and efficiently small
or large projects. Every Git directory on every computer is a full-fledged repository with complete history
and full version-tracking capabilities, independent of network access or a central server.
Git offers fast updates, because most of the operations, such as commits, branch creation and merging, are
performed locally. Although Git is a centralized code development tool, it follows a decentralized design
which aids a distributed development and strong support for non-linear development with version
branches. Git supports branch merging with a well-defined model. When unable to automatically complete
the requested merge, Git notifies the user that it is unable to complete the merge automatically and that
manual editing is needed. Git uses multiple algorithms in order to automatically complete merges.
Git does not provide access control mechanisms, but was designed for operation with other tools that
specialize in access control.

6.3 DEPLOYMENT VIEW
The deployment view contains all the requirements concerning the environment of the robot during live
operation. Such as:



Required hardware (e.g. external cameras, network interconnections, etc.)
Technical environment requirements




Mapping of software elements to the runtime environment
Third-party software requirements

 Network requirements
This chapter will provide an initial overview, covering the known hardware requirements of the software
modules and employed tools.
6.3.1

Modules Hardware Requirements

In this sub-section, the hardware requirements for each functional component are briefly presented in tabular
form (see Table 20).
Table 20: Overview of Hardware Requirements

Name

Owner

Support

Input Sensor Module

CERTH

UNIGE

Adaptive Robot Control Module

Hardware Requirements
RGBD cameras, tactile sensors
Robot manipulator with real time
control and ideally with torque
control mode. To be determined
about the use of wrist force/torque
sensor

AUTH

JSI

Human Skeleton Tracking
Module

ARMINES

CERTH

TBD

Gesture Interpretation Module

ARMINES

ASTI

TBD

UNIGE

CERTH

TBD

Human Touch Recognition
Module
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CERTH

ARMINES

TBD

ARMINES

CERTH

TBD

Teaching from Demonstration
Module

CERTH

AUTH

CUDA Enabled GPUs

Autonomous Policy Learning
Module

JSI

IDIAP

TBD

Autonomous Policy
Improvement Module

JSI

IDIAP

TBD

CERTH

IDIAP

CUDA Enabled GPUs

ASTI

CERTH

TBD

CERTH

LMS

LMS

CERTH

Safety Constraints Module
Ergonomic Performance
Monitor

Multimodal Learning Module
AGV Configuration/Deployment
HRI Module
Production Planner

6.3.2

PC Tablet
TBD

Existing Software’s Hardware Requirements

In this sub-section, the hardware requirements for each existing software solution that has been adopted are
briefly presented.
6.3.2.1

ROS Simulation Environment (RVIZ/MoveIt/Gazebo)

ROS offers various components for planning, collision detection and physics simulation which are used in
different modules of the project.
Table 21:ROS Simulation Environment

ROS Simulation Environment
Processor

Multiple Cores, e.g. Intel i5/i7/Xeon

Speed

3GHz

RAM

8GB+

Hard disk capacity

CoLLaboratE
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7 CONCLUSION
This report presented the CoLLaboratE conceptual architecture, describing the system’s main building blocks,
providing a comprehensive overview of all components, illustrating their high-level functionality and
interdependencies.
The methodology applied to the architectural design has been introduced, presenting a well-defined process
for describing the CoLLaboratE architecture. Following IEEE 1471 standard and Rozanski & Woods
methodology, we provide different viewpoints on this architecture. Namely, this report introduces:
CoLLaboratE Functional View, describing the system’s functional components, their responsibilities
and primary interactions with other components.
-

The Development View describing how the architecture supports the development process.

The Deployment View, describing the hardware requirements of the components and any existing
software.
As a result of applying the presented methodology to our architectural design, we have identified the main
building blocks of the system and broke them down into manageable components, with specific
responsibilities. Following these high-level descriptions, CoLLaboratE deliverable D2.6 (M24) will go into
further detail on the internal functionalities of each component, as well as incorporate any necessary
modifications on the presented architecture. It will also include a Dynamic Analysis of the CoLLaboratE
system, based on the procedure driven use-cases.
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